Look at the monsters and their things. On the next page write sentences comparing them.

Maggie's things:
- cell phone
- watch
- doll
- bicycle

Maggie

Woz's things:
- bicycle
- cell phone
- watch

Woz

Mash's things:
- pocket watch
- bicycle

Mash

Nipnip's things:
- bicycle

Nipnip

short       old       long       big       tall       young       expensive

beautiful        fast       slow       heavy       new       good       bad
Compare monsters! (US English version)

My name is ___________________

Write your comparing sentences here.

For example:

Woz is the tallest.

Nipnip has the most expensive cell phone.

short       old       long       big       tall       young       expensive

beautiful        fast       slow       heavy       new       good       bad